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PROTECTION  
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Date: June 2023 

This Public Feedback Report includes feedback from a Virtual Information Meeting held 
on October 5, 2022, stakeholder meetings with Hamilton Association of Community 
Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN), Hamilton and District Apartment Association 
(HDAA), Realtor’s Association of Hamilton-Burlington (RAHB) and Effort Trust held 
between October 11 and November 28, 2022.  It also includes written feedback and 
online responses to a public survey which was available from September 26 to 
November 4, 2022.
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About this Report 
The Rental Housing Protection Policy Review is a City of Hamilton initiative that is 
looking at the rental housing protection policies within the Urban Hamilton Official Plan 
and is proposing changes to the policy and planning process framework surrounding 
conversions of primary rental housing to condominium tenure and demolitions of 
primary rental housing. The intent of the policy changes is to establish appropriate 
limitations to manage change and ensure protection for existing affordable rental 
housing units.  

As part of the changes to the planning process framework, the City is proposing to 
establish a permit process for conversions and demolitions of rental housing by passing 
a by-law under the Municipal Act. This is intended to be used as a tool to implement the 
Official Plan directions. The permit process is identified as a key part of the City’s 
strategy that could strengthen protections for rental housing and provide a consistent 
process for applications to convert or demolish rental housing. It would also permit the 
City to attach conditions to a permit, such as requiring legal agreements for replacement 
units in a new development, providing tenant assistance, and other conditions. 

In May 2022, Hamilton Planning Committee received a report on the Condominium 
Conversion Policy Review.  The report contained a draft Official Plan Amendment and 
Municipal Act By-law addressing proposed policy and planning process changes to 
regulate demolitions and conversions of rental housing.  Hamilton City staff were 
directed to consult with stakeholders and the public on the draft document and report 
back with final recommendations.  From September to November 2022, staff engaged 
with the community to obtain feedback.  This report includes a summary of common 
themes, key messages and a synthesis of public feedback.   
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1. How the consultation was organized
The purpose of the consultations was to provide information to the public on the 
background for the Rental Housing Protection Policy Review, and to collect feedback on 
the proposed policy and planning framework changes associated with rental housing. 
The Rental Housing Protection Policy Review consultations created opportunities to 
provide input and options for discussion. There were various ways to provide input, as 
noted below: 

Virtual public information meeting 
A Public Information Meeting was hosted on WebEx and included a live presentation 
followed by a facilitated discussion. The meeting was held Wednesday, October 5, 
2022, from 7:00 to 8:00 pm. Residents registered for the meeting through Engage 
Hamilton. Participants were able to provide comments by typing into the Q & A and 
having these read aloud by the facilitator and, raising their hand to speak and being 
able to provide their feedback orally. The meeting presentation was recorded and 
subsequently posted on the project web page for public viewing.   

Stakeholder meetings 
Staff held stakeholder meetings with representatives of different groups and 
organizations that were identified to have an interest in rental housing policy. Three 
stakeholder meetings occurred. Participants provided input through speaking at the 
meetings and asked staff questions. The meeting with ACORN was held on WebEx with 
two representatives from ACORN and involved an open discussion with City staff. The 
second stakeholder meeting was held in person at City Hall with three representatives 
from Hamilton and District Apartment Association and three representatives with 
Realtors Association of Hamilton Burlington. The discussion involved the 
representatives voicing their thoughts and concerns regarding Rental Housing Policy 
and asking questions to City Staff. The third stakeholder meeting was held on Webex 
with two representatives, one from Urban Solutions and one from Effort Trust, 
discussing the project and asking staff questions.  
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Figure 1: Meeting Dates and Attendees 

Consultation Meetings Held Number of 
Attendees 

Virtual Public Information Meeting held October 5, 2022 (evening) 11 

Acorn Meeting held October 11, 2022 (afternoon) 5 

Hamilton and District Apartment Association (HDAA) and Realtors 
Association of Hamilton Burlington (RAHB) Meeting held November 7, 
2022 (afternoon) 

8 

Effort Trust Meeting held November 28, 2022 (afternoon) 5 

Written input 
The City established the consultation website 
https://engage.hamilton.ca/rentalprotection, where information on Rental Housing 
Protection policy was provided for public review and comments. This included proposed 
policy changes, draft Official Plan Amendments, and draft Municipal Act By-law. Input 
could be provided by sending an email to the posted city staff contact. The public was 
able to provide feedback until November 4, 2022.  

Online survey 
There was opportunity for the public to provide feedback on the Rental Housing Policy 
Review through a survey on the Engage Hamilton website. The survey was accessible 
from September 26 to November 4, 2022 and respondents were able to answer three 
questions and state their reasons for support, or lack thereof, to various criteria changes 
that the City was proposing, as well as changes to policy and by-laws. Respondents of 
the survey also had the opportunity to provide additional comments or statements of 
their own. 
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2. Common themes and key messages heard
from meetings

This report section identifies common themes and key messages that were raised 
through the virtual consultation and three stakeholder meetings. Numerous questions 
were raised in each meeting and a variety of different opinions and viewpoints were 
heard. There was strong support from some viewpoints, while others raised some 
significant concerns.  

Figure 2: General Themes and Key Messages 

General Topic Overall Themes Noted 

Benefits and 
Incentives 

• How or in what circumstances would converting the 
purpose-based rentals to condos actually be 
beneficial to affordable housing?

• What do you see for incentives that city would provide 
to renters/developers to want to do business in 
Hamilton?

• How will this policy assist in economic development in 
Hamilton?

• Will this policy encourage or discourage people who 
own housing or will own housing and want to rent 
out? Will it be an impediment or encouragement?

• Have you thought about the benefits of converting 
from rental to condominium?

• Private sector would have to be involved to help with 
housing. Don’t over-regulate and create more 
deterrents.

• What is the public benefit that makes conversions 
something that should be permitted?

• Right of a rental owner to have the type of ownership 
they want is an important right.  Mixing owners and 
rentals in a building is also good for community.  Also, 
people can have an opportunity to own without 
moving out of their neighbourhood/building.

• There is a huge gap in affordability from renting to 
buying. If people can take some buildings that are old, 
convert and create potential to buy, it could lower the 
price to purchase for ownership. Conversions allow 
an occasional unit to come into market that is
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General Topic Overall Themes Noted 

affordable. It’s providing opportunity for home 
ownership. 

Renovictions and 
Demovictions 

• What is the City doing about “renovictions” (E.g. 
When a tenant is removed from a unit for renovations 
and supposed to be allowed back, but are essentially 
evicted from the unit and the landlord tries to increase 
rent after the renovations are completed)?

• When people get notices for demovictions and are 
harassed by owners to get out (called every 3 days), 
the building is empty, and nothing is being done. 
ACORN would like to stop tenants being harassed.

• ACORN recently held a walking tour through Ward 3. 
Tenants spoke to different tactics of renovictions and 
what landlords are doing.  Buyouts have gone up. 
Landlords don’t want tenants back and are motivated 
to get tenants to accept cash incentives.

• ACORN noted that they are also working with the 
Housing Division at the City of Hamilton on the review 
of ‘renoviction’ programs like the one in New 
Westminster BC.

Rental Stock and 
Rental Replacement 

• Regarding the 6 units for primary rental housing, is 
there an effort to capture the units and buildings with 
5 or less?

• Are there other tools that can be used for buildings 
with less than six units?

• Housing stock is old, needs to be rejuvenated and 
improved over time. People who have ownership tend 
to care better and improve their property. If not 
rejuvenated, housing could be demolished.

• Older stock generally has lower rent and little 
turnover. Guideline increase does not cover increased 
cost of maintenance and improvements. After a 
certain time, a building needs to be brought up to a 
higher standard.

• When a conversion occurs, housing stock remains the 
same

• Conversation about rental housing should be broader. 
What is the fair way to document supply?  i.e. condos 
being rented and rentals less than 6 units make up a 
large portion of rental market.
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General Topic Overall Themes Noted 

Rental Protections • ACORN would like to see language around tenant
relocation as strong as possible

• Most important priority to tenants is staying in homes.
If not possible, providing support during construction
and then having a right to come back to same units at
same rent is key.

• Landlord’s paperwork to tenants can be misleading
by not providing all options (move out, money, stay).
Can requirements help with clear communication?

• Best practices for tenant support such as in Burnaby,
BC and New Westminster, BC should be
implemented.

Landlords • The prevailing impression is that the City is against
landlords. Most landlords are good landlords and
provide important housing supply (1/3 to 40% of
housing). The City should recognize landlord’s
beneficial contributions better.

• Things need to be realistic, need to make sure we
don’t go overboard with rental protection. Need to
have a balance between landlords staying and
investing in Hamilton vs protecting renters.
Legislations may not make Hamilton as likely to be
invested in.

Policy and 
Regulations 

• Why would the proposed demolition rules/policy be 
different in the Downtown Secondary Plan than 
outside of it?

• What does the permitting process do that can’t 
already be addressed via conditions of condo 
conversion?

• Can City restrict all conversions?
• The Province requires landlords to pay tenants 3 

months rent or offer another unit (S. 52, RTA) when 
an eviction occurs for demolition/conversion.  New 
policy seems to go over and above what Province 
requires.

• Did the new Provincial policy proposal say anything 
about protecting rentals?

• Concerns were noted about cumulative impacts of 
new requirements being rolled out by the City for 
rental units.
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General Topic Overall Themes Noted 

• Raising the threshold of vacancy rates creates a
challenge to change status to condominium. Don’t
want to see unattainable policy in place by the city.
Vacancy rate threshold is an issue.

• If Federal government allowed any rental building to
convert to condo, there would be a lot more rentals
built. Restrictions for rentals to condos has kept
supply of rentals down.

• Consideration of sunset clause to ensure that units
remain rental for a specified period of time?

3. Overall themes and comments from written
feedback

This report section includes a summary of overall themes and comments that were 
noted in the written feedback. There were a total of 56 respondents who provided 
comments.  

Figure 3: Overall Themes from Written Feedback 

General Topic Overall Themes Noted 

Tenant Assistance • Concerns about lack of detail on tenant protections.
• If demolition permits are approved, landlords must be 

responsible for tenant assistance.
• Allow tenants to choose between accepting 

temporary accommodation of comparable size and 
location at the same rent previously paid.

• Provide a rental “top up” should the tenant choose to 
find their own temporary accommodation (would 
cover the difference between their original rent and 
rent of their temporary accommodation).

• Help for tenants to find a new place and moving 
assistance (tenant’s choice of an insured moving 
company arranged by the landlord OR 
compensation).
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General Topic Overall Themes Noted 

Rental Replacement • Grant tenants the right to return to the redeveloped 
building at the same rent in a unit with the same 
number of bedrooms. 

• Units lost to redevelopment must be replaced at a 
ratio of 1:1 or 30% of the total number of proposed 
units (whichever is greater). 

• Replaced units must be replaced on site, and 
developers cannot opt out of rental replacement 
through cash-in-lieu or be allowed to replace off site. 

• Concerns about different rules for outside of the 
Downtown Secondary Plan. 

Demolition Criteria • Should not be tied to vacancy rates (vacancy rate 
over 3% does not mean low income tenants will have 
an easier time finding affordable housing). 

Tenant 
Communication 

• All written communication to tenants must be 
translated with common languages spoken by tenants 
in the buildings, and translation services must be 
provided at tenant meetings. 

• Tenants must be given 180 days notice of a move out 
day (60 extra on top of 120 days required by 
Residential Tenancies Act). 

• Frequent communication to tenants during the 
redevelopment to share timeline on returning to units. 

• Tenant engagement and required tenant meetings 
must include a representative from the City of 
Hamilton and community groups that support tenant 
rights if requested. 

• Frequent communication should be provided.   

Condominium 
Conversion 

• City of Hamilton must create a policy to oppose the 
conversion of rental housing into condominiums. 

Lessons Learned 
from Past 
Demolitions 

• Tenants do not want to move.   
• Compensation cannot cover the loss of affordable 

housing. 
• Being forces to move is extremely stressful for low 

income tenants. 
• Families want to stay in the neighbourhood where 

they have community connections (transit, work, 
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General Topic Overall Themes Noted 

school, places of worship, close to health care, 
friends and family). 

4. Summary of survey feedback
This report section includes a summary of overall themes and comments from the 
Engage Hamilton online survey. Contributors answered three questions relating to 
criteria and policy changes that the City is proposing, stating whether they support it or 
not and to explain their reasoning for the response. The contributors also had the 
opportunity to respond to three additional questions where they could add their own 
suggestions or comments relating the By-law and Official Plan amendments.  

Figure 4: Overall Themes from Online Survey 

General Topic Overall Themes Noted 

Criteria changes for 
conversions of rental 
unit to condominium  

• Rentals should be more affordable.
• Allowing conversions will worsen rental housing

shortage.  We need more rentals.
• Issues of pricing and affordability for tenants should

be considered.  Most people who rent cannot afford a
condominium.

• Pricing of rentals vs condos – condominiums are too
expensive.

• Conversion criteria doesn’t go far enough and should
be more stringent.  Vacancy rate criteria should be
higher than three percent.

• Housing supply is low, more rentals would mean
more opportunities for people to find housing, and
people who cannot find rentals or can’t afford a condo
will be forced to move elsewhere.

• Support for proposed removal of “75% tenant
support” criteria, as this may add unfair pressure on
residents and does not support maintaining rental.

• May add unnecessary restrictions, leading owners or
landlords try to find other ways around them (i.e.
renovictions) and/or discouraging investment in rental
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properties and financial ability to bring properties up 
to a higher standard. Time and effort should be spent 
on building correct type of housing.   

Criteria changes for 
demolitions of rental 
housing 

• Similar responses as for criteria changes for
conversions.

• Changes will inhibit new housing starts.  There needs
to be more incentives for private people to invest
money into providing more rental units.

• Concern that allowing developers to make up units
off-site or make a payment in lieu will add to
gentrification or result in fewer units overall.

• Concerns about tenants being evicted and unable to
find housing, and affordability. Landlords must find
other housing for evicted tenants at the same costs or
cover the difference.

• Need more rental housing, not less. Opposition to
demolition overall, as it decreases affordability.

• Criteria needs to be strong and sensible, could go
even further than what is proposed.

• Have time limits on demolitions so that buildings are
not left vacant.

• Criteria doesn’t go far enough and should be more
stringent.  Vacancy rate criteria should be higher than
three percent.

• Demolition should only be permitted if the result
density is greater than the original and that the
original rental unit count must remain and still be
rentals in the new development and offered at the
same rent.

• Allow renters to continue to rent units of same square
footage and type at the same price.  Vital that rent
levels remain the same, through a City agreement.

• Rent levels of replacement units should be controlled,
even if there is turnover in occupancy, otherwise
affordable rent is lost.

• Tenants must receive appropriate compensation for
moving costs, storage, and temporary
accommodation.

By-law to establish 
permit process to 
regulate conversions 

• By-law will protect tenants but discourage housing 
starts.

• Permit process sounds flexible and free from appeal 
to the OLT.
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and demolitions of 
rental housing 

• Conversion of rental units to condo, provisions that 
permit landlords to remove tenants or increase prices 
above guidelines will reduce affordability of housing 
for many people.

• May add unnecessary restrictions, leading owners or 
landlords try to find other ways around them (i.e. 
renovictions) which will be more detrimental. Time 
and effort should be spent on building correct type of 
housing.

• There needs to be incentive for landlords to want to 
provide rental units to tenants.

• There should be time limits on permits for demos, 
adjustments, and development so property isn’t left 
unoccupied and decaying.

• By should extend to conversions or demolitions of 4 
units rather than the proposed 6.

• City’s permit process may be used as a barrier to 
conversions the city disapproves of, but minor hurdle 
for developers on good terms with the City.

Conditions applied 
to approvals of 
conversions or 
demolitions 

• By-law is restrictive.
• Support for proposed conditions.
• Subsidized rent should be available.
• Builders will need to recoup their investment and

these requirements will be reflected in new rental/sale
costs.

• Requiring comparable alternative accommodations
be provided by the landlord to all tenants at or below
the tenant's current monthly rental rate for the
duration of the construction process.

• Securing tenant’s rights to return to replaced units at
the same rents. Units should be rent-controlled
through a City agreement.

• Square footage of replacement units should be
comparable to previous.

• A re-think is needed to end discrimination against
tenants (city approach to tax rates favours ownership
over rent, tax rates are higher for rentals, property tax
rebates available to low income owners but not
tenants).

• Time limits on demolitions and development so that
buildings are not left vacant.
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• Conditions provide no incentive for landlords to build
better units when they won’t get more rent.

• Offering tenants an opportunity to purchase units is
not affordable for low income renters.

• By-law should “grandfather” existing units.
• Downtown Hamilton Secondary Plan policy should be

expanded City-wide.
• Concern about cash-in-lieu conditions not benefitting

tenants.
• Demolitions should be prohibited.

Additional comments 
on draft Official Plan 
Amendments and 
By-law text, and 
general comments 

• Property owners have the right to protect and 
enhance their investments.

• Expecting 75% of tenants to agree is unreasonable.
• 2% vacancies figure seems low. Figure should be 

3-4% to protect and limit conversions.
• For any rental unit removed, another should be 

provided for the same cost.
• There should be a process that is not one-sided and 

that will work with people seeking to rent or purchase.
• If the condo is bought at a certain amount, the 

developer has to honour the price and not increase it.
• Proposal adds more unnecessary restrictions, owners 

will find a way around them.
• Condos should be built on underutilized land, not in 

places with 6 or more rentals.
• How are we protecting against demolition by neglect?

We need to ensure we don’t reward delinquent 
owners with demolition permits because they let a 
building fall so far into disrepair that it becomes 
unsafe.

• Would like to see the City incentivizing the 
construction and conversion of rental buildings into 
housing cooperatives.

• Concern about Provincial changes to Municipal Act 
that may impact Rental Replacement By-laws.
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Appendix 1 - Virtual Public Meeting (October 5) 
This Appendix includes feedback from the Virtual Public Information Meeting which was 
held on Wednesday October 5, 2022 from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. 

The format included a live presentation by Melanie Pham, a Planner for the City of 
Hamilton. Following the presentation, a Q&A was held where individuals could post 
questions or comments by typing them into the question-and-answer box or by raising 
their hand to speak. The Facilitator would read the questions and comments aloud and 
kept the individual’s name anonymous.  

Figure 5: Transcript of Questions and Responses 

Topic What Was heard 

Questions and 
staff responses 1. Why would the proposed demolition rules be different in the

Downtown Secondary Plan than outside of it?

Staff Response: 

Certain areas of the City have what we call “Secondary Plans” 
where there’s more specific policies in place that provide 
direction for those areas and it is unique to those areas. There 
are different policies in the Downtown Secondary Plan, and 
they require replacement units where units are demolished. 
For other areas of the City, this requirement doesn’t apply, 
and therefore the by-law, as it’s been written, creates a 
distinction between those two areas. 

Within the downtown it would require replacement, and 
outside of the downtown there could be other options such as 
providing cash in lieu or creating replacement units on a 
different site. It (the By-law) essentially makes that distinction 
to make sure we’re implementing the policies of the 
Secondary Plan that are in effect. 

2. What does the permitting process do that can’t already be
addressed via conditions of condo conversion?
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Staff Response: 

It is a little bit more flexible based on what types of things that 
can be asked for and there are legal agreements that can be 
used as part of the process. One of the big things is that we 
can also apply it to the demolition situation which we weren’t 
able to do before. It is just trying to take a consistent approach 
to all of those situations, and it would be something that would 
be done concurrently with the condominium applications. 
We’re looking at how we can mesh those 2 processes 
(condominium conversion application and permit application) 
together to try and avoid duplication of efforts. 

Additional Follow-up Note: In addition to the response 
provided at the meeting, it should also be noted that decisions 
on Condominium applications can be appealed to the OLT, 
whereas the decision to issue or not issue a permit under the 
Municipal Act is final and cannot be appealed. 

3. Is there more information on definitions of rental replacement,
tenant assistance, similar rents, and right to come back to the
redevelopment?

Staff Response: 

These items are relating to potential conditions that might be 
associated with a permit, so we haven’t determined all of 
those details yet. Housing Division staff and Legal Services 
staff will be providing input on that. 

The intent was that units need to be replaced on a like-for-like 
basis in terms of the number of bedrooms a unit has. For 
example, a 3 bedroom unit would be replaced by another 3 
bedroom unit. 

Another example from Mississauga which might be similar to 
what Hamilton will use: for similar rent, they define it as the 
last rent paid by the tenant with an increase no higher than 
the provincial guideline, and a one-time capital allowance of 3 
percent. 

4. A developer will often eat penalties as the profits often
outweigh the loss. How will you ensure these penalties will
stop non-compliance with unit conversions?
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Staff Response: 

The By-law has some fines (for non-compliance) and they are 
based on the maximum that can be charged through the 
Municipal Act. We are proposing that the maximum fine is set 
at $100,000, and then the initial fines would be $10,000. We 
are using the powers that have been given under the 
Municipal Act and we are planning to incorporate those 
amounts that we are permitted to ask for as fines for non-
compliance. 

5. What is the City doing about “renovictions” (E.g. When a
tenant is removed from a unit for renovations and supposed to 
be allowed back, but are essentially evicted from the unit and 
the landlord tries to increase rent after the renovations are 
completed)?

Staff Response: 

This project is not directly related to renovictions. The 
information below has been provided by Housing Services 
regarding renovictions: 

The City is conducting a jurisdictional review of ‘renoviction’ 
programs such as the New Westminster BC style bylaw. 
Given the challenges around jurisdictional differences among 
provinces and the legal challenges a by-law must overcome, 
staff have retained a consultant, Enterprise Canada, to 
complete engagement and a thorough analysis of the options 
for implementation of an approach similar to the New 
Westminster, BC by-law in Ontario and/or other best practices 
related to the issue of renovictions. This work is underway 
and is expected to come back to Council for consideration in 
early 2023. 

6. Where are we at with landlord licensing?

Staff Response: 

This question was not answered at the meeting, as this 
initiative is not within the Planning Division. Staff advised that 
a response from the City’s Licensing and By-law Services 
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group would be requested following the meeting.  This 
response was posted online.  

Response provided by Licensing and By-law Services: 

On August 13, 2021 City Council approved the creation of a 
two—year Rental Housing Licensing pilot program for Wards 
1, 8 and parts of 14. As per Schedule 31 of By-law 07-170, a 
license is now required for rental housing units and building or 
part of buildings with 4 or less self-contained units, detached 
homes or townhouses, if rented. Each rental housing unit 
requires a license. 

The Pilot Program rolled out April 2022 and property owners 
were able to submit applications for the first phased-in zone 
(Zone 1), as we are taking a phased-in approach for accepting 
applications. Wards 1, 8 and parts of 14 have been broken 
down into a total of seven zones. 

To date, 137 rental housing license applications have been 
received by the Licensing Section, primarily consisting of 
single-family dwelling units with 5 or more tenants. A total of 
18 rental housing licenses have been issued. 

During the past 6 months of implementation, Staff from the 
relevant City Departments have prioritized education to 
property owners, residents, and tenants. Focusing on reaching 
out to property owners suspected of operating a rental housing 
unit, fielding Municipal Law Enforcement Officers to provide 
door knockers, and sending informational mail outs.  

7. What type of data will be collected during the permit process
(E.g. Type of unit, location, size, etc.) Will that data be used to
better understand current rental stock?

Staff Response: 

There are a number of things that would be required as part of 
an application. We would ask for the number of dwelling units 
and the number of units by unit type, and that’s the number of 
bedrooms in each unit and the floor areas. The rental rates 
would be requested and any related planning application 
information. If there is a proposal for replacement or retention 
of units, we would ask for that and potentially information on 
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an agreement between tenants and the landlord for tenants to 
be able to purchase their units. We would also ask for some 
other things like tenant engagement information. 

Typically, there is a meeting for the condominium conversion 
(existing process) that the applicant holds for all tenants in 
advance of submitting an application. That would continue, 
and they (applicants) would need to provide a record of that 
meeting. We need this information to determine whether or 
not the proposal is meeting the policies for average market 
rents that are in the Official Plan. 

8. Regarding the 6 units for primary rental housing, is there an
effort to capture the vast number of units and buildings with 5 
or less?

Staff Response: 

This is something that we identified as a challenge because 
the Municipal Act only allows us to regulate 6 or more, and 
the Official Plan policies are based on that as well. That’s not 
to say there aren’t any other approaches, but when we’re 
dealing with demolitions and conversions, it is a lot harder to 
regulate that sort of thing. Some of our other processes that 
are in place would be part of those checks and balances. The 
demolition control by-law for one, and then, depending on 
what type of proposal is in place, there are other planning 
applications that might be needed where a smaller number of 
units are being demolished or removed. 
So, there are other process where we might flag that through 
other planning applications and suggest that certain things be 
done or encourage the replacement of units, but it is difficult 
to mandate that through a permit process. 

9. How or in what circumstances would converting the purpose-
based rentals to condos actually be beneficial to affordable
housing?

Staff Response: 

The main benefit is that there is some data that does show 
that where tenants are able to purchase their unit, it can 
provide a good opportunity for an affordable home ownership 
situation because the units are typically less expensive than 
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new units. In that sense, if we’re looking at the whole 
continuum of housing, sometimes it’s beneficial because 
tenants are able to get into a situation where they can have 
home ownership and it’s relatively affordable. It’s a lot about 
finding a balance between trying to protect the most 
affordable units and looking at other types of housing and 
benefits that could occur. 
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Appendix 2 - ACORN Meeting (October 11) 
Stakeholder Meeting with ACORN 

This Appendix includes the feedback from the Stakeholder meeting with Association of 
Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN) which was held: 

• Tuesday, October 11, from 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.

The format included a discussion about ACORN as an organization and its interest in 
the project as well as a discussion of some of the best practices for tenant support in 
New Westminster, BC and Burnaby, BC. Furthermore, ACORN presented various 
questions and comments on the Rental Housing Protection for City Staff. Participants 
included the following: 

• Olivia O’Connor (ACORN Representative)
• Christine Neale (Chair of ACORN Downtown Chapter)
• Christine Newbold (City of Hamilton)
• Melanie Pham (City of Hamilton)
• Justin Waud (City of Hamilton)

Figure 6: ACORN Stakeholder Meeting 

Topic What Was heard 

Overall 
questions and 
comments  

• Olivia discussed some best practices for tenant support in 
New Westminster, BC and Burnaby, BC.

• Considered best in Canada example, identified as a “Gold 
standard” for their requirements related to demolitions (E.g. 
tenant assistance program, rental top-ups, financial 
support for moving).

• Examples of demolitions in the City were discussed, and 
the tenant issues associated with the demolitions:
• 468 James Street
• 816 Concession Street
• 192 Hughson Street and 181 John Street

• Buyouts and harassment that occurs prior to making an 
application viewed as a serious issue.
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Topic What Was heard 

Overall 
questions and 
comments 
(continued) 

• ACORN would like to see language around tenant 
relocation as strong as possible (i.e. shall vs may).

• Most important priority to tenants is staying in homes. If not 
possible, providing support during construction and then 
having a right to come back to same units at same rent is 
key.

• When people get notices for demovictions and are 
harassed by owners to get out (called every 3 days), the 
building is empty and nothing is being done. ACORN would 
like to stop tenants being harassed.

• ACORN recently held a walking tour through Ward 3. 
Tenants spoke to different tactics of renovictions and what 
landlords are doing.  Buyouts have gone up. Landlords 
don’t want tenants back and are motivated to get tenants to 
accept cash incentives.  ACORN notes the problem has 
escalated. Low- and mid- rises are perceived as being at 
higher risk.

• ACORN noted that they are also working with the Housing 
Division at the City of Hamilton on the review of
‘renoviction’ programs like the one in New Westminster BC.

• Where does cash-in-lieu option come from and how is it 
different from Downtown Secondary Plan?

• Clarification requested regarding Scenario 1 example and 
additional allowance for demolitions when replacement 
units are provided.  What is the purpose of this policy?

• Are there other tools that can be used for buildings with 
less than six units?

• Can City restrict all conversions?

• Landlord’s paperwork to tenants can be misleading by not 
providing all options (move out, money, stay).  Can 
requirements help with clear communication?
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Appendix 3 - Hamilton and District Apartment Association 
(HDAA) and Realtors Association of Hamilton Burlington 
(RAHB) Meeting (November 7) 
Stakeholder with Meeting HDAA and RAHB 

This Appendix includes the feedback from the Stakeholder meeting with Hamilton and 
District Apartment Association (HDAA) and Realtors Association of Hamilton Burlington 
(RAHB), which was held: 

• Monday, November 7, from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

The format of this meeting included time for representatives from HDAA and RAHB to 
provide a description of their respective organizations and their interest in providing 
input on the Rental Housing Protection Project as well as time for asking questions and 
open discussion with City staff. Participants included the following: 

• Anna Kusmider (HDAA)
• Arun Pathak (HDAA)
• Paul Martindale (HDAA)
• Lou Piriano (RAHB)
• Nicolas Von Bredow (RAHB)
• Crystal Henderson (RAHB)
• Melanie Pham (City of Hamilton)
• Justin Waud (City of Hamilton)

Figure 7: HDAA and RAHB Stakeholder Meeting 

Topic What Was heard 

Overall 
questions • What do you see for incentives that city would provide to

renters/developers to want to do business in Hamilton?

• How will this policy assist in economic development in
Hamilton?

• Will this policy encourage or discourage people who own
housing or will own housing and want to rent out? Will it be
an impediment or encouragement?
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• Have you thought about the benefits of converting from
rental to condominium?

• The Province requires landlords to pay tenants 3 months
rent or offer another unit (S. 52, RTA) when an eviction
occurs for demolition/conversion.  New policy seems to go
over and above what province requires?  If so, HDAA and
RAHB do not agree with this approach as it puts more
restrictions on landlords.

• If vacancy rate doesn’t meet 3% threshold, but all other
requirements were met, is there a mechanism to appeal or
go through a variance? If you have a specific area with
high vacancy rate of e.g. 5%, 7%, 10% vs the city’s 2.9% is
there anything in proposals that would allow conversions in
that area?

• If an application were minor, would it go to the Director for
approval?

• Did the new Provincial policy proposal say anything about
protecting rentals?

Overall 
comments • Concerns were noted about cumulative impacts of new

requirements being rolled out by the City for rental units.
(I.e. Regulation for short term Airbnb rentals, vacant home
tax, etc.)

• Private sector would have to be involved to help with
housing. Don’t over-regulate and create more deterrents.

• CMHC report from 1975 states increased construction
costs, lack of supply, increased interest rates. Not much
has changed. Still dealing with same issues.

• More inventory is the solution. Landlords with no regard for
tenants or who can’t afford to improve will continue as is. If
there are options for a renter to look elsewhere, the
landlord will have to improve conditions. Looking at bigger
picture, solution is more supply.
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• The perception is as important as what is actually
happening. The prevailing impression is that the City is
against landlords. Most landlords are good landlords and
provide important housing supply (1/3 to 40% of housing).
The City should recognize landlord’s beneficial
contributions better.

• Raising the threshold of vacancy rates creates a challenge
to change status to condominium. Don’t want to see
unattainable policy in place by the city. Vacancy rate
threshold is an issue. Have concerns with raising the rate
from 2% to 3%. 2% is not unreasonable, would like to
remain at 2%.

• Housing stock is old, needs to be rejuvenated and
improved over time. People who have ownership tend to
care better and improve their property. If not rejuvenated,
housing could be demolished.

• Older stock generally has lower rent and little turnover.
Guideline next year is 2.5% (frozen for 1 year), inflation is
6-10%. Properties need more than inflation. Guideline
increase does not cover increased cost of maintenance
and improvements. After a certain time, a building needs to
be brought up to a higher standard.

• There is a huge gap in affordability from renting to buying.
If people can take some buildings that are old, convert and
create potential to buy, it could lower the price to purchase
for ownership. Conversions allow an occasional unit to
come into market that is affordable. It’s providing
opportunity for home ownership.

• Concern was expressed about the accuracy and validity of
CMHC data, and relying on this data to determine
compliance with Official Plan criteria.  I.e. An example was
provided where an individual was looking at buying 2
buildings in east Hamilton. There were more vacant units in
the 2 buildings than CMHC reported in that entire housing
market area.

• Things need to be realistic, need to make sure we don’t go
overboard with rental protection. Need to have a balance
between landlords staying and investing in Hamilton vs
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protecting renters. Legislations may not make Hamilton as 
likely to be invested in. Doesn’t seem positive to landlords.  

 
• If Federal government allowed any rental building to 

convert to condo, there would be a lot more rentals built. 
Restrictions for rentals to condos has kept supply of rentals 
down. Would help if it was easier to convert rental to 
condo. 
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Appendix 4 - Effort Trust Meeting (November 28) 
Stakeholder Meeting with Effort Trust 

This Appendix includes the feedback from the Stakeholder meeting with Effort Trust, 
which was held: 

• Monday, November 28, from 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.

The format of this meeting included time for representatives from Urban Solutions and 
Effort Trust to meet with City Staff and discuss the project and voice their interests as 
well as any questions or concerns. Participants included the following: 

• Matt Johnston (Urban Solutions)
• David Horwood (Effort Trust)
• Jason Throne (City of Hamilton)
• Steve Robichaud (City Hamilton)
• Melanie Pham (City of Hamilton)

Figure 8: Effort Trust Stakeholder Meeting 

Topic What Was heard – Comments Noted 

Overall 
questions and 
comments  

Overall 
questions and 
comments  
(continued) 

• Would like to maintain ability to contemplate conversions.
Effort Trust have never been involved in demolitions and
that is not what they are planning to do.

• When a conversion occurs, housing stock remains.  This
initiative seems to focus on loss of units, when the units
are still there and occupied.

• Support noted for lifetime security of tenure.  Turnover
would be needed to sell a unit for ownership.

• Have concerns about whether the designation as primary
rental must be maintained.  May be potential unintended
consequences.

• Conversation about rental housing should be broader.
What is the fair way to document supply?  i.e. condos
being rented and rentals less than 6 units make up a large
portion of rental market.  Need to focus on these as well.
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Topic What Was heard – Comments Noted 

• Suggested consideration of a sunset clause to guarantee
that converted units remain rental for a certain period of
time.

• Concerns that in the case of condo conversions, the
proposed permitting process is taking away right to appeal.

• Concern about certainty of process and powers of Planning
Committee.  It should continue to be clear as with current
conversion process that if the criteria are met, approval
SHALL be granted.  Planning Committee cannot oppose
application if criteria are met.  Condos should be delegated
to staff if it meets the criteria.  Staff’s report back on rental
housing protection policy review needs to make sure we
provide certainty of outcome through clear delegation of
powers and clear application of criteria.

• Effort Trust – Uses conversions to reposition building for
sale or as a long-term strategy.  Noted that there are some
bad actors in the industry, but majority follow the rules.

• Right of a rental owner to have the type of ownership they
want is an important right.  Mixing owners and rentals in a
building is also good for community.  Also, people can
have an opportunity to own without moving out of their
neighbourhood/building, which is another benefit of condo.
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Appendix 5 - Written Comments 
Written Comments 

In addition to the online survey, written comments were also solicited. There were 56 
individual comment submissions. Fifty-four of the comment submissions were identical 
letters.  Only one copy of the repeated letter has been included in this Appendix, with a 
note identifying that there were multiple submissions. The comments are numbered for 
reference purposes in Figure 9 below and are verbatim. Each number represents a 
different individual’s comments. 
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Figure 9: Individual Written Submissions 

Comment # Comments 

1.  
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Comment # Comments 
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Comment # Comments 

 

2. In response to the city’s consultation on Rental Housing Protection 
Policy Review. 
 
I am writing on behalf of the Social Planning and Research Council of 
Hamilton (SPRC). SPRC has been promoting inclusion and equity in 
Hamilton for over 50 years, including a long history of supporting 
tenants, and working to reduce homelessness. 
  
Thank you for beginning actions to strengthen rental housing 
protections in Hamilton. It has been a long time since 2008, when 
Council directed staff to come back with recommendations around 
condo conversions. Since that time, the rental housing market has 
been stressed by many factors, including fast growing demand for 
rental housing, and not enough primary rental units being built to 
match that demand. These trends are evident in the attached SPRC 
reports, titled “2021 Census: Rise of Renter Households Across 
Hamilton”, and “Growth of Renter Households Outpacing Construction 
of Primary Rental Units”. Please consider these reports part of the 
SPRC’s response to this consultation.  
  
The growing number of renters should push the city to do more to 
become a renter-friendly city. Doing more to protect existing rental 
stock and current tenants, is long overdue. The city should use all the 
tools and power it has to take action in this area, and much of the 
proposed details of the new Municipal By-law are positive. We hope 
this is the beginning, not the end, of the city focussing on renters as a 
key group that needs more support and protection. 
  
More broadly than the proposed steps in the documents provided in 
this review so far, the city should also be taking a larger advocacy role 
in pushing the province to do more to protect renters and rental stock, 
through the media, including social media, and through direct 
conversations with provincial officials. The Residential Tenancies Act 
need to be strengthened to be better protect renters, and the city must 
to do more to collaborate with other municipalities to bring a strong 
voice to the province on this matter. Specifically, the city should 
advocate that the province adopt the regulation in Quebec that allows 
new tenants to appeal an excessive rent increase from the previous 
tenant. Without this measure, Ontario’s RTA creates a perverse 
incentive to landlords to encourage tenants to leave through legal or 
illegal tactics, so they can double or triple the rent and bring in a new 
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Comment # Comments 

tenant. Please see the attached SPRC report “Out of Control: Lessons 
from Hamilton and Quebec City” and consider this report as part of 
part of the SPRC’s response to this consultation. 
  
Please also include the attached SPRC reports “Hamilton’s Rental 
Landscape” as part of submission, showing the affordability 
challenges, housing quality concerns, eviction trends, and other issues 
facing renters in Hamilton in recent years. 
 
All these reports are also available on our website 
www.sprc.hamilton.on.ca/sociallandscape 
  
Thank you for your time in considering these comments. We look 
forward to the next steps to bring more attention and support to 
renters across the city. 
 

*Comments 
3. to 56. 
contained 
the same 
response 
 

I am writing to add my voice to the Rental Housing Protection Policy 
Review in support of ACORN Hamilton’s demands to protect tenants 
and the city’s private affordable housing from condo conversion and 
demolition.  
 
Across Hamilton, affordable rents are being lost to demoviction and 
renoviction. With this Rental Housing Protection Policy Review, the 
City of Hamilton has an opportunity to pass policy that will prioritize 
protecting tenants from displacement. 
 
ACORN Hamilton’s demands: 
 
The City of Hamilton must pass a strong tenant assistance and rental 
replacement policy based on the Tenant Assistance Policy from 
Burnaby, British Columbia applied to all building sizes: 
 
If demolition permits are approved, landlords must be responsible for:  
Allowing tenants to choose between accepting temporary 
accommodation of comparable size and location at the same rent they 
were paying before OR a rental top up should the tenant choose to 
find their own temporary accommodation (the rental top up would 
cover the difference between their original rent and rent of their 
temporary accommodation). 
 
Help for tenants to find a new place and moving assistance (tenant’s 
choice of an insured moving company arranged by the landlord OR 
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Comment # Comments 

compensation) 
Extra support for vulnerable tenants (transportation to view interim 
housing units, and packing assistance for those with mobility 
impairments) 
Granting tenants the right to return to the redeveloped building at the 
same rent (plus any Residential Tenancy Act rent increases) in a unit 
with the same number of bedrooms 

Units lost to redevelopment must be replaced at a ratio of 1:1 or 30% 
of the total number of proposed units, whichever is greater. Replaced 
units must be replaced on site. Developers cannot opt out of rental 
replacement or be allowed to replace off site.  

By requiring 1:1 rental replacement on site would effectively ban the 
approval of demolition permits within existing rental buildings (i.e. 
landlord wants to reconfigure the number and size of units). 
Demovictions such as what happened at 181 John St N and 192 
Hughson St N should never be allowed to happen again.  

Additional demands 

Tenant protections and approval of demolition permits should not be 
tied to vacancy rates. A vacancy rate of over 3% does not mean low 
income tenants will have an easier time finding affordable housing. 

Any tenant engagement and required tenant meetings must include a 
representative from the City of Hamilton and community groups that 
support tenant rights if requested (Hamilton Community Legal Clinic, 
ACORN) 

All written communication to tenants must be translated with common 
languages spoken by tenants in the buildings, and translation services 
must be provided at tenant meetings  

Tenants must be given 180 days notice of a move out day (60 extra on 
top of 120 days required by Residential Tenancies Act) 

Temporary accommodation and rental top ups only expire once the 
redevelopment is complete and tenants can exercise their right of first 
refusal 

Building maintenance must continue after a notice of demolition 
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Comment # Comments 

Frequent communication to tenants during the redevelopment to share 
timeline on returning to units 
 
2) The City of Hamilton must create a policy to oppose the conversion 
of rental housing into condominiums.  
 
By passing strong policy, Hamilton tenants will be protected from 
being displaced from their homes and neighbourhoods and stop the 
loss of affordable housing by the increasing threat of demoviction. 
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Appendix 6 - Survey Results 
Online Survey 

On the Engage Hamilton webpage, there was an online survey available for the public 
to respond to. The survey was open from September 26 to November 8, 2022. The 
webpage received 647 site visits and had 26 people participate in the survey. Figures 
11 to 16 below contain each question of the survey as well as the responses from each 
contributor.  

Figure 11: Survey Question 1 

The City is proposing changes to its criteria which must be met to permit a 
conversion of rental units to condominium. Do you support these changes? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

1 No Many rental units are deteriorating in the city because of 
no investment, we need investment to bring these 
properties up to a higher standard. Tenants complain 
about the conditions of their buildings well that not going 
to improve without investment and market rate rents. 
 

2 No Make rentals more affordable. 
 

3 No n/a 
 

4 No Increased housing is needed for all incomes. 
 

5 Yes n/a 
 

6 Yes We have a significantly lower than needed number of 
rental units, continuing to convert apartments to condos is 
a recipe for disaster. 
 

7 No The changes are positive but inadequate. The conditions 
allowing conversion of existing rental housing to 
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The City is proposing changes to its criteria which must be met to permit a 
conversion of rental units to condominium. Do you support these changes? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

condominiums are not stringent enough. The minimum 
vacancy rate is not high enough, and it should be for more 
than two years. The game has been 'wait for high vacancy 
rate and then quickly make an application'. I think you'll 
also find that the Statistics Canada measurements do not 
take account of vacancy rates in smaller buildings, so 
their numbers don't reflect the actual situation in rental 
availability. Therefore a 4 percent or higher vacancy rate 
should be considered. 

8 No THERE ARE ENOUGH CONDOS IN THE CITY 
NOW...WHAT IS NEEDED AND REQUIRED IS A PLAN 
TO PUT PEOPLE INTO HOUSING SO THAT THEY CAN 
LIVE WITH DIGNITY.  TAKE A SERIOUS WALK 
AROUND THE CITY AND SEE HOW MANY HOMES 
ARE BOARDED UP AND LEFT, THEY COULD BE 
REFURBISHED FOR PEOPLE TO LIVE IN. ENOUGH 
OF LANDLORDS OWNING BUILDINGS WHEN THEY 
COULD BE PUT TO GOOD USE FOR PEOPLE. THERE 
IS A SOLUTION BUT I DON'T REALLY THINK THE CITY 
OR LANDLORDS CARE. 

9 Unsure Landlords must find or provide other housing for evicted 
tenants, at the same costs or cover the difference.  Also 
time limits on permits for demo, adjustments, and 
development so property isn't left unoccupied and 
decaying.   

10 Yes n/a 

11 Yes It seems like you have done significant research and I 
trust your division to make the best decisions for all us. In 
the future, I would not limit comparing our policy just to 
other "southern Ontario" municipalities that are probably 
all suffering similar problems to us and would search or 
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The City is proposing changes to its criteria which must be met to permit a 
conversion of rental units to condominium. Do you support these changes? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

reach out to other cities (nationally or internationally) who 
have had similar problems and come up with their own 
solutions. This doesn't seem like a Hamilton only problem. 

12 Unsure I am not educated as to this issue, what are the changes? 

13 Yes I support removing the "75% of tenant support" criteria for 
conversion, as this may add unfair pressure on residents. 
I support the addition of a criteria to support densification. 

14 No Because condos are too expensive. They have a 
committed group that you have to answer too. Condo fees 
are ridiculous $$$. You buy a condo, not many people can 
buy them. 

15 Yes It is necessary yes 

16 Yes Most people who rent cannot afford a condominium, so 
will be forced to move and will be unable to find a place 
with a rent they can afford 

17 No We need more rental units, not expensive condominiums. 

18 No n/a 

19 No Adds more unnecessary restrictions that will just elicit 
owners for finding ways around it which will be more 
detrimental.  e.g. Renovictions are a symptom of rent 
control. They sound great, appeal to voters, but have the 
opposite effect. Time and effort should be spent 
elsewhere building the correct type of housing for all. Use 
a carrot and stick approach instead of just the stick. 
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The City is proposing changes to its criteria which must be met to permit a 
conversion of rental units to condominium. Do you support these changes? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

 

20 Yes Agreement of current tenants to condo conversion is NOT 
necessarily in the interest of the common good and 
should not be allowed. Criteria for conversion permission 
should be based on housing needs and the state of the 
rental market. 
 

21 Unsure Hi - I see no situation where a 6+ unit apartment building 
being converted to condominiums helps anybody in the 
community other than the land owner who stands to 
benefit enormously from the equity multiplication resulting 
from severance. I think that conversion should almost 
never be allowed unless the density on that parcel is 
increased. I am happy to see that the "tenant approval" 
path is being removed, however I think we could do even 
more to protect the rental stock by disallowing conversion 
unless the following 2 criteria are met: 1. parcel density is 
increased by a specific percent and 2. No net loss of 
rental units. This may mean the developer has to add 
floors or create units elsewhere - but that's their burden 
not the citizen's. Thanks! 
 

22 No I do not support allowing rental units to be converted to 
condominiums under almost any circumstances. 
Condominiums are frequently used illegally as short-term 
accommodation, and drive up the cost of housing. I would 
support allowing the conversion of rental units to coop 
housing. 
 

23 No To lose rental units would decrease housing affordability 
for those individuals and families unable to afford a 
condominium. 
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The City is proposing changes to its criteria which must be met to permit a 
conversion of rental units to condominium. Do you support these changes? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

24 No While I strongly agree with the proposal to no longer allow 
conversions to proceed if 75 per cent of tenants approve 
and the reasoning behind that, I think the requirements 
around minimum vacancy rates set levels that are too low. 
The vacancy rate should have to be at least 4 per cent for 
24 months city wide and 3 per cent for the housing type 
and local market zone before a conversion can be 
approved. Hamilton has had a vacancy rate of about 3 per 
cent for two years yet that level of vacancy has not been 
sufficient to prevent average market rents from continuing 
to rise very rapidly, more than 10 per cent in the past two 
years. Perhaps a 4 per cent vacancy rate might provide 
sufficient choice in the market to moderate rent increases 
and to reach a point where we could contemplate losing 
any rental units. 
 

25 No While I strongly agree with the proposal to no longer allow 
conversions to proceed if 75 per cent of tenants approve 
and the reasoning behind that, I think the requirements 
around minimum vacancy rates set levels that are too low. 
The vacancy rate should have to be at least 4 per cent for 
24 months city wide and 3 per cent for the housing type 
and local market zone before a conversion can be 
approved. Hamilton has had a vacancy rate of about 3 per 
cent for two years yet that level of vacancy has not been 
sufficient to prevent average market rents from continuing 
to rise very rapidly, more than 10 per cent in the past two 
years. Perhaps a 4 per cent vacancy rate might provide 
sufficient choice in the market to moderate rent increases 
and to reach a point where we could contemplate losing 
any rental units. 
 

26 No Although I agree that conversions should not be allowed 
to proceed unless at least 75 percent of the tenants 
approve, I do not agree with the other parameters set, 
The vacancy rate must be at least 4.5 percent, for two 
years or more, city wide, and also for the kind of buildings 
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The City is proposing changes to its criteria which must be met to permit a 
conversion of rental units to condominium. Do you support these changes? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

for which conversion permission is sought, and for specific 
zones of the city, to enable tenants to have some options 
other than to rent overpriced units in order to avoid 
becoming homeless.  Hamilton's vacancy rate of about 3 
percent has not succeeded in putting a break on soaring 
rents. 
 

 

Figure 12: Survey Question 2 

The City is proposing changes to its criteria which must be met to permit 
demolitions of rental housing. Do you support these changes? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

1 No Again its a free market 
 

2 Yes Good stuff. 
 

3 No n/a 
 

4 No This will inhibit new housing starts. 
 

5 No I am extremely concerned that allowing developers to 
make up the number of units off-site, or make a payment 
in lieu, will add to gentrification as replacement rental 
units are located on less attractive locations, or even the 
possibility of fewer rental units overall in exchange for a 
payment which may not be sufficient to replace the rental 
units and/or might be used for something else by the city ( 
I.e. construction of a highway bypass, purchase of 
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The City is proposing changes to its criteria which must be met to permit 
demolitions of rental housing. Do you support these changes? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

parkland, building a rec centre, etc. which would not 
alleviate the rental issues in the city.   

6 Yes Same as above 

7 No Same answer as question one. 

8 Yes THERE SHOULD BE STRONG SENSIBLE CRITERIA  
FOR HOUSE DEMOS, NOT THE WHIMS OF 
DEVELOPERS AND LANDLORDS WHO ARE IN IT 
JUST FOR THE MONEY. 

9 Unsure Landlords must find or provide other housing for evicted 
tenants, at the same costs or cover the difference.  Also 
time limits on permits for demo, adjustments, and 
development so property isn't left unoccupied and 
decaying. 

10 Unsure There needs to be more incentives for private people to 
invest their money into providing more rental units to 
potential tenants. Too many regulations and hurdles 
makes it unprofitable for me to invest in rentals. 

11 Yes n/a 

12 Unsure I am not educated as to this issue, what are the changes? 

13 Yes n/a 

14 Yes Because people live in these rentals now you have to be 
removed. 
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The City is proposing changes to its criteria which must be met to permit 
demolitions of rental housing. Do you support these changes? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

15 Yes I agree 
 

16 Yes Residents will be evicted and will be unable to find a place 
they can afford. That building that was supposed to be 
demolished, often times, will sit vacant. An investment for 
an out of town landlord. 
 

17 No We need more, not fewer, rental units. 
 

18 Unsure n/a 
 

19 No Adds more unnecessary restrictions that will just elicit 
owners for finding ways around it which will be more 
detrimental.  e.g. Renovictions are a symptom of rent 
control. They sound great, appeal to voters, but have the 
opposite effect. Time and effort should be spent 
elsewhere building the correct type of housing for all. Use 
a carrot and stick approach instead of just the stick. 
 

20 No Although the proposed criteria are a good start, they don't 
go far enough. Given that the city-wide vacancy rate is 
above 3 per cent now and rents are still rising rapidly, the 
requirement should be at least 4 per cent for two full years 
to ensure that people have access to homes they can 
afford. 
 

21 Unsure Demolition is a tricky one. I think that demolition should 
only be permitted if the result is density much greater than 
the original, and that the original unit count must be 
included AS RENTALS in the new development, meaning 
that if they want the building to be condos a certain 
number of the condo units must be maintained as rentals, 
offered to original tenants as first right of refusal at the 
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The City is proposing changes to its criteria which must be met to permit 
demolitions of rental housing. Do you support these changes? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

same rent, and if refused, rents cannot be increased 
beyond the mandated maximum. In other words no huge 
increases during vacancy. 
 

22 Unsure I would only support changes that fully supported renters 
to continue to rent units of the same square footage and 
type, and at the same price, continuously throughout the 
period of demolition and construction, and thereafter. 
 

23 Unsure I oppose the demolition of rental units as a matter of 
principle, as it decreases affordability. 
 

24 Unsure I have a concern about the proposed new provision to 
allow a landlord to demolish a building if they demonstrate 
that the rental housing units will be replaced by units of 
the same type (i.e. with the same number of bedrooms) 
either on-site, off-site in a comparable location within the 
same local housing market zone, or through a cash-in-lieu 
payment. I agree that it is essential that an acceptable 
tenant relocation and assistance plan would be required in 
addition to replacement, and that tenants be guaranteed 
that they will have a place to live, at comparable rent, 
during demolition and reconstruction and that they have 
the right to return to the new replacement building at the 
old rent (plus annual rent control increases). The city 
would have to keep track of those tenants.  
But it is also vital that the replacement units not just be of 
the same type but that they be at the same rent as the 
units lost and that the landlord commit to having the new 
units rent controlled, through a city agreement, even 
though the provincial law as it stands now would exempt 
them. The agreement would have to be written so that 
rent is controlled, notwithstanding provincial rules that 
exempt new buildings from rent control.     
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The City is proposing changes to its criteria which must be met to permit 
demolitions of rental housing. Do you support these changes? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

25 Unsure I have a concern about the proposed new provision to 
allow a landlord to demolish a building if they demonstrate 
that the rental housing units will be replaced by units of 
the same type (i.e. with the same number of bedrooms) 
either on-site, off-site in a comparable location within the 
same local housing market zone, or through a cash-in-lieu 
payment. I agree that it is essential that an acceptable 
tenant relocation and assistance plan would be required in 
addition to replacement, and that tenants be guaranteed 
that they will have a place to live, at comparable rent, 
during demolition and reconstruction and that they have 
the right to return to the new replacement building at the 
old rent (plus annual rent control increases). The city 
would have to keep track of those tenants.  
But it is also vital that the replacement units not just be of 
the same type but that they be at the same rent as the 
units lost and that the landlord commit to having the new 
units rent controlled, through a city agreement, even 
though the provincial law as it stands now would exempt 
them. The agreement would have to be written so that 
rent is controlled, notwithstanding provincial rules that 
exempt new buildings from rent control.     
 

26 Unsure Any units demolished must be replaced by units that not 
only have the same number of bedrooms, but also have 
comparable square footage and storage facilities. The 
tenants must have iron-clad guarantees and a practical 
mechanism and orderly processs so that they can return 
to the building, if they so wish, once construction has 
finished, at the same rent plus the regular guideline 
increases. The City must insist on signed agreements that 
will ensure that rents on those units only increase by 
guideline percentages, even if there is turnover in the 
occupancy, otherwise the rent on those units will promptly 
soar. The City must have a dedicated office that keeps in 
touch with those tenants. The costs of moving, and any 
gap between the rent that the tenant was paying and the 
rent that they are obliged to pay in the open-market for a 
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The City is proposing changes to its criteria which must be met to permit 
demolitions of rental housing. Do you support these changes? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

unit comparable in size and quality must be paid in full by 
the landlord, and the City must take responsibility for 
tracking that process and ensuring that the compensation 
is paid in full and in a timely manner. The Ciry must oblige 
the landlord to undertake a signed commitment to not 
raise the rent on any unit by above-guideline percentages, 
regardless of tenant turnover or vacancies. (This is 
necessary, since Ontario's current rent control legsilation 
allows for de-control every time there is any change in 
tenancy, and exempts new buildings from rent control. 
The net effect has been to drive rents up and provide an 
incentive for landlords to demolish entire buildings of 
relatively affordable housing. Tenants must be 
compensated for the costs of moving, storage of their 
personal effects if necessary, any gap between their old 
rent and the rent they must pay in order to be settled 
prom0ty, any time they must spend in temporary 
accommodation in hotels,  B & Bs, etc. 
 

Figure 13: Survey Question 3 

The City is proposing to create a By-law which will establish a permit process to 
regulate conversions and demolitions of rental housing. Do you feel that this 
approach would assist with protecting affordable units and addressing potential 
impacts to tenants where conversions or demolitions are proposed? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

1 No Owners have the right to fix their properties, the net 
number of housing available remains the same 
 

2 Yes Commendable 
 

3 Yes n/a 
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The City is proposing to create a By-law which will establish a permit process to 
regulate conversions and demolitions of rental housing. Do you feel that this 
approach would assist with protecting affordable units and addressing potential 
impacts to tenants where conversions or demolitions are proposed? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

 

4 Yes It will protect tenants but will discourage new housing 
starts. 
 

5 No Call my cynical but  do not trust the city's permit process 
will be used to protect rental housing, rather I think it will 
be used as a barrier to conversions the city "disapproves" 
of, but will be a minor hurdle for developers on "good 
terms" with the city.   
 

6 Unsure Not sure how permiting is any different than the 
application process today 
 

7 Yes The bylaw should extend to conversions or demolitions of 
FOUR units rather than the proposed six. 
 

8 Yes THIS WOULD ALLOW DECENT GUIDELINES TO BE 
ENFORCED TO ALLOW FOR PEOPLE TO PURCHASE 
OR RENT HOMES FOR A DECENT PRICE. 
 

9 Unsure Landlords must find or provide other housing for evicted 
tenants, at the same costs or cover the difference.  Also 
time limits on permits for demo, adjustments, and 
development so property isn't left unoccupied and 
decaying.   
 

10 No There needs to be an incentive for landlords to want to 
provide rental units to the tenants. When rents are too low 
there is no incentive for landlords to build more rental 
units 
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The City is proposing to create a By-law which will establish a permit process to 
regulate conversions and demolitions of rental housing. Do you feel that this 
approach would assist with protecting affordable units and addressing potential 
impacts to tenants where conversions or demolitions are proposed? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

11 Yes n/a 

12 Unsure I am not educated ass tio this issue, what are the 
changes? 

13 Unsure n/a 

14 No Developers win all the time. 

15 Yes Agree 

16 No I don't trust the government. Hopefully the new council 
will be different 

17 Yes If the new law helps renters. 

18 No n/a 

19 No Adds more unnecessary restrictions that will just elicit 
owners for finding ways around it which will be more 
detrimental.  e.g. Renovictions are a symptom of rent 
control. They sound great, appeal to voters, but have the 
opposite effect. Time and effort should be spent 
elsewhere building the correct type of housing for all. Use 
a carrot and stick approach instead of just the stick. 

20 Unsure n/a 
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The City is proposing to create a By-law which will establish a permit process to 
regulate conversions and demolitions of rental housing. Do you feel that this 
approach would assist with protecting affordable units and addressing potential 
impacts to tenants where conversions or demolitions are proposed? 

Contributor 
# 

Response Reason 

21 Unsure I'm not sure how this specific approach will affect 
outcomes (a by law vs whatever the existing restrictions 
are - aren't they already bylaws?) 

 

22 Unsure Any provision that permits landlords to remove tenants, or 
increase prices above guidelines, as well as any 
provisions that replace rental housing the condominiums, 
will drive up the price of housing. All intensification must 
maintain prices. 
 

23 No Conversion of rental, units to condo housing will reduce 
the affordability of housing for many folks. 
 

24 Unsure While I don't fully grasp the implications of this change, 
the permit process sounds flexible and free from appeal 
to the OLT. 
 

25 Unsure  While I don't fully grasp the implications of this change, 
the permit process sounds flexible and free from appeal 
to the OLT. 
 

26 Unsure n/a 
 

Figure 14: Survey Question 4 

Contributor 
# 

The permit process will allow conditions to be applied to approvals 
of conversions or demolitions, such as: replacing demolished 
units, offering tenants an opportunity to purchase their unit, 
providing notification to tenants, securing tenant’s rights to return 
to replaced units at similar rents, requirements for tenant 
relocation and assistance, financial assistance or alternative 
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accommodations for displaced tenants. Are there other potential 
conditions that should also be included in the By-law? 

1 The bylaw is restrictive, you don’t have the right to buy your rental 
property you don’t own it. 
 

2 I like those! 
 

3 Subsidized rent should be available. 
 

4 The costs of building/renovations are increasing. Builders will need to 
recoup their investment, and this will be reflected in new rental/ sale 
costs. That is the reality. 

5 1. Requiring comparable alternative accommodations be provided by 
the landlord to all tenants at or below the tenant's current monthly rental 
rate for the duration of the construction process (Note: Many tenants 
have challenges getting units elsewhere because they are on disability, 
poor credit history, have pets, are members of minority groups, etc.  
These people cannot find alternative housing even with financial 
incentives or relocation assistance, so it should be up to the developer 
to secure it and sublet to the tenants so they do not end up homeless.  
  
2. Securing tenant’s rights to return to replaced units at THE SAME 
rents (not "similar" as there are tenants who will not be able to afford 
anything other than the "same" rent). 
 

6 Unknown 
 

7 The city approach to housing has always favoured ownership because 
of extreme developer influence feeding an ideology that home 
ownership should be everyone's objective. The bias includes tax rates 
on rental units that are 2.5 times those on occupier-owned housing. 
Property tax rebates are available to low-income homeowners but not to 
low-income tenants. In addition, city officials trumpet building permits as 
the number one metric for success, and these are overwhelmingly for 
owner-occupied housing. A complete re-think is needed to end this 
discrimination against tenants. All of the above biases should be 
removed.    
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8 YES, THERE SHOULD BE A COMMITTEE SET UP BY PEOPLE WHO 
SEEK HOUSING SO THEY CAN HAVE A VOICE IN ALL THIS AND 
NOT BE LEFT TO THE WHIMS OF THE CITY OR LANDLORDS. 
 

9 Landlords must find or provide other housing for evicted tenants, at the 
same costs or cover the difference.  Also time limits on permits for 
demo, adjustments, and development so property isn't left unoccupied 
and decaying.   
 

10 Against ; securing tenant’s rights to return to replaced units at similar 
rents, requirements for tenant relocation and assistance, financial 
assistance or alternative accommodations for displaced tenants- no 
incentive for landlords to build better units for the same rent- no 
incentive for investors to build or improve their units if they were to get 
the same rent as before improvements 
 

11 n/a 
 

12 don't know 
 

13 Not that I can think of. 
 

14 This sounds great, but it already been proven that low income renters 
can't afford or qualify fir a mortgage. So how would they be able to buy? 
If the rent is being evicted. Then they should be allowed to move back 
paying same amount when they moved out. It's not their fault the 
landlord let the home age out. 
 

15 Yes 
 

16 There should be a law against absentee owners of empty buildings 
 

17 ? 
 

18 This by law should “grant father” existing units 
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19 Undecided. 
 

20 The requirement should be that the replacement units have the same 
rent as the units that are lost, in effect making provision B 6.1.4.11 of 
the Downtown Hamilton Secondary Plan apply to the whole city. 
Otherwise, we will still lose affordable units. 
 

21 Conditions should definitely be applied. I would be very careful about 
"cash in lieu" conditions however. Cash in lieu almost always works 
against tenants. Let's say someone is in a 1000/mth unit and is offerred 
10k to leave - that is a HUGE amount of money for someone in a 1k 
apartment. They will almost certainly say yes. But if they are forced to 
move into an apartment that is 1800/mth, that 10k buyout will only help 
them with the next 12.5 months of rent. After that they are in a loss 
scenario and 2 years after moving they will have LOST 9k net. 
Alternatively, perhaps the tenant sees a buyout as a path toward a 
house down payment. Average home prices in the 800k level mean that 
a down payment of 80k MINIMUM is required for a new home, but if you 
want affordable mortgage payments you need to be putting down 
hundreds of thousands. Does the city want to be in the business of 
calculating appropriate buyout values based on current and projected 
rental and purchase prices? It seems like a bad business for the city to 
get into. 
 

22 Conditions like this should not be allowed, they should be required. No 
permits should be allowed to be issued without conditions that allow 
existing residents to return to equivalent units (equivalent square 
footage as well as room numbers) at the same price. 
 

23 Demolitions should be outlawed. If buildings are below code, the city 
should take them over, repair them and maintain them as affordable 
housing for low income folks. 
 

24 I agree with all of those conditions be included. I also believe that that 
the landlord should have to commit to having the new units rent 
controlled, through a city agreement, even though the provincial law as 
it stands now would exempt them. The agreement would have to be 
written so that rent is controlled, notwithstanding provincial rules that 
exempt new buildings from rent control.     
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25 I agree with all of those conditions be included. I also believe that that 
the landlord should have to commit to having the new units rent 
controlled, through a city agreement, even though the provincial law as 
it stands now would exempt them. The agreement would have to be 
written so that rent is controlled, notwithstanding provincial rules that 
exempt new buildings from rent control.   
 

26 Insist that the new units be of comparable square footage to the ones 
that are being destroyed. Landlords should not be allowed to destroy 
buildings with fairly decent-size units, and replace them with units half 
the size, even if the number of bedrooms is comparable. As well, some 
landlords try to classify all rooms other than the kitchen and bathroom 
as bedrooms. The city must clarify, legally, that, for example, an 
apartment can only be described as a two bedroom apartment if it has a 
living room, and a kitchen, and a bathroom, plus two other rooms, each 
with a closet and a window, and a certain minimum square footage. I 
have been inside a unit being marketed as a 3=bedroom that in fact had 
only a small kitchen, a bathroom, and three other rooms, one of which 
had prior to his assumption of ownership, been the living room and did 
not have a wall between it and the kitchen.  
 
The city should also institute a stiff tax on vacant units. establish 
mandatory registration of all rental units, inspect all rental units to 
register their size, square footage, number of bedrooms, bathrooms, 
etc.  
The City should not hesitate to impose a moratorium on the construction 
of high-end condos (i.e. condos that would not be affordable to an 
individual earning the medium income). The most pressing need is for 
decent sized 1 bedroom and 2 bedroom rental housing units. The City 
should insist that the developers focus on building those, until the 
housing affordability crisis ends. 
 

Figure 15: Survey Question 5 

Contributor 
# 

Do you have any specific comments on the draft Official Plan 
amendments or the draft By-law text that you wish to provide? 

1 Property owners have the right to protect and enhance their 
investments, too many properties in this city are run down because of 
the lack of investment 
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Contributor 
# 

Do you have any specific comments on the draft Official Plan 
amendments or the draft By-law text that you wish to provide? 

2 n/a 
 

3 n/a 
 

4 To expect 75% of tenants to agree is unreasonable. 
 

5 The 2% vacancies figure the city uses seems low.  That vacancy rate 
hardly accommodates the churn inherent in people moving from one 
apartment to another.  The current rate in Hamilton is 2.8%, yet I think 
most people would agree the rental situation is abysmal.  The Ontario 
wide is 3.4% and the province is generally also experiencing an 
affordability crisis.  If the figure is to have any true ability to protect and 
limit conversions it needs to be 3% at least, or maybe 4%. 
 

6 For any rental unit removed, person doing the conversion must provide 
another somewhere nearby. 
 

7 See above especially 7 
 

8 YES I THINK IT SHOULD BE A PROCESS THAT IS NOT ONE-SIDED 
AND THAT WILL WORK WITH PEOPLE SEEKING TO EITHER RENT 
OR PURCHASE 
 

9 Landlords must find or provide other housing for evicted tenants, at the 
same costs or cover the difference.  Also time limits on permits for 
demo, adjustments, and development so property isn't left unoccupied 
and decaying.   
 

10 n/a 
 

11 n/a 
 

12 no 
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Contributor 
# 

Do you have any specific comments on the draft Official Plan 
amendments or the draft By-law text that you wish to provide? 

13 n/a 
 

14 The bylaw should be enforced if the developer changes rules or 
excuses. That is so wrong. Also if the condo is bought at x amount.  
The developer has to honor it, no matter the price keeps going up in 
supplies. The buyer has committed to buying a condo/home. The 
developer should also be committed to providing the product. 
 

15 No 
 

16 n/a 
 

17 n/a 
 

18 n/a 
 

19 Adds more unnecessary restrictions that will just elicit owners for 
finding ways around it which will be more detrimental.  e.g. 
Renovictions are a symptom of rent control. They sound great, appeal 
to voters, but have the opposite effect. Time and effort should be spent 
elsewhere building the correct type of housing for all. Use a carrot and 
stick approach instead of just the stick. 
 

20 n/a 
 

21 Overall, if people want to build condos they should be doing it on land 
that is underzoned - eg parking lots, vacant land, single family home, 
low density retail, previous industrial etc etc - Condos are fine but let's 
use developers desire to build them to the community's advantage by 
forcing it to happen in situations where rental stock is not lost and 
density is vastly increased. 6+ unit apartments are extremely valuable 
as a public good even if they are privately owned and the risk of losing 
them should be mitigated as much as possible 
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Contributor 
# 

Do you have any specific comments on the draft Official Plan 
amendments or the draft By-law text that you wish to provide? 

22 n/a 

23 No, except my comments above. 

24 See above. 

25 See above. 

26 The City must take a strong stand opposing the Province's attempt via 
Bill 23 to weaken the City's right to insist developeres meet certain 
criteria for the broader good o the communtiy, especially to protect 
renters from soaring rent increases, and to prevcent urban sprawl.  

Figure 16: Survey Question 6 

Contributor 
# 

Do you have any additional comments or suggestions that you wish to 
provide? 

1 n/a 

2 n/a 

3 n/a 

4 n/a 

5 n/a 

6 n/a 

7 See above especially 7 
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Contributor 
# 

Do you have any additional comments or suggestions that you wish to 
provide? 

 

8 YES, MAKE THE PROCESS OPEN AND HONEST SO THE 
DIRECTIVES FOR PEOPLE ARE CLEAR & CONCISE. 
 

9 Landlords must find or provide other housing for evicted tenants, at 
the same costs or cover the difference.  Also time limits on permits for 
demo, adjustments, and development so property isn't left unoccupied 
and decaying.   
 

10 n/a 

11 Keep up the good work, thank you. Your presentation was wonderful 
with how you started with the current situation and the problem with it 
and moved into some proposed solutions. I also liked how you 
addressed this was just a small part of much larger changes to meet 
city housing goals. 10/10. 
 

12 no 
 

13 Rental protections are paramount. Conversions and demolitions are a 
part of it, and I support the city protecting the more vulnerable renters. 
While perhaps unrelated, rent-stabilization beyond a single tenancy is 
essential, so that renters do not feel tied down to a unit, or don't have 
to face inordinate rent hikes when moving. 
 

14 Every unit, condo, house that is being built should allow for 1 parking 
space per unit. Makes no sense to have 1000 units but provide 800 
parking spots. Many households have 2 vehicles. Not everyone jumps 
on the bus. Not all new builds are built close to public Transit. 
 

15 No 
 

16 n/a 
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Contributor 
# 

Do you have any additional comments or suggestions that you wish to 
provide? 

17 n/a 
 

18 n/a 
 

19 n/a 
 

20 Thank you for taking the news for housing seriously. Please 
Strengthen protections for the most vulnerable among us. 
 

21 Yes my final note is tangential to this particular bylaw but related: how 
are we protecting against demolition by neglect? Do we have regular 
inspections to ensure land owners are maintaining buildings to code? 
We need to ensure we don't reward delinquent owners with demolition 
permits because they let a building fall so far into disrepair that it 
becomes "unsafe". This is an age old trick and we cannot fall for it any 
more. I'd be happy to chat more about any of this, my email is -----------
---- thanks so much for taking the time to make that wonderful 
presentation, I learned a lot about a bylaw I was not aware of! 
 

22 I would like to see the city incentivizing the construction of, or 
conversion of rental buildings into, housing cooperatives that provide 
housing to residents at (or below, with municipal subsidies) cost. 
 

23 I feel that there should be a municipal/provincial/federal law that limits 
house/condo price increases to 1-2% every 5 or 10 years. Rental 
controls should also be put in place. 
 

24 The provincial government, in its Bill 23, has a clause that would 
amend Section 99.1 of the Municipal Act, 2001 is amended by adding 
the following subsection: “(7) The Minister may make regulations 
imposing limits and conditions on the powers of a local municipality to 
prohibit and regulate the demolition and conversion of residential 
rental properties under this section.” This provision could allow the 
minister to take away the city’s right to introduce the measures being 
proposed and that I am proposing to augment. The city needs to 
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Contributor 
# 

Do you have any additional comments or suggestions that you wish to 
provide? 

respond to the current consultation on that provision. Read more here:   
https://www.ontariocanada.com/registry/view.do?postingId=42808&lan
guage=en The deadline to submit comments is November 24, 2022 
 

25 The provincial government, in its Bill 23, has a clause that would 
amend Section 99.1 of the Municipal Act, 2001 is amended by adding 
the following subsection: “(7) The Minister may make regulations 
imposing limits and conditions on the powers of a local municipality to 
prohibit and regulate the demolition and conversion of residential 
rental properties under this section.” This provision could allow the 
minister to take away the city’s right to introduce the measures being 
proposed and that I am proposing to augment. The city needs to 
respond to the current consultation on that provision. Read more here:   
https://www.ontariocanada.com/registry/view.do? 
postingId=42808&language=en The deadline to submit comments is 
November 24, 2022 
 

26 The City must take a strong stand opposing the Province's attempt via 
Bill 23 to weaken the City's right to insist developers meet certain 
criteria for the broader good of the community, especially criteria 
intended to protect individual renters of average and low incomes from 
soaring rents, and to prevent urban sprawl, loss of farm land, and 
environmental degradation.   
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